The Jasmund Glacitectonic Complex
- The southern structural sub-complex from Sassnitz to the Königsstuhl
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The proximal zone in the south comprises the Gakower Ufer Section and Wissower Ufer Section. The Schnaks Ufer Section is the boundary between the proximal and central zone of the southern sub-complex. The central zone comprises the Tipper Ort Section and Kieler Ufer Section. The Kollicker Bach Section and Stubbenkammer Section belong to the distal part in the north.

The horizontal shortening of the entire southern sub-complex is 5510 m (49.1%).

The restored cross section is based on line balance and stratigraphic correlation. The transparent fields show areas, which are subject to debate, regarding their stratigraphy and structural configuration.
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constructed by A. Gehrmann based on the cross sections created by STEINICH (1972).